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Concept Note  
 

1. ASEM member countries account for 65% of the global economy, conduct 55% of global trade, and are 
responsible for 75% of global tourism-related activities according to the Asia-Europe Foundation (2021). 
This notable trade volume between Asia and Europe is indicative of the importance of the roles of both 
blocs in the world’s economy, especially as it transitions into the 4th Industrial Revolution (4IR).  
 
2. The commitments affirmed by Asia and Europe to lasting peace, security and stability, sustained 
economic growth, shared prosperity, and social development are conducive to strong and resilient 
regions. The resilience shown by both blocs, which had been benefitting from the technological paradigm 
shift into the 4IR, is apparent in their abilities to cope with the constant technological advancements and 
innovation as well as the rapidly expanding global value and supply chain. However, despite the highly 
lucrative trade volume between both blocs, the world is currently enduring the looming effects of the 
post-COVID-19 recovery with economic disruptions seemingly persistent.  
 
3. The global economy is forecasted to accelerate by 3.8% in 2022 (World Bank, 2021); nevertheless, 
countries have gravely experienced self-inflicted damages to their economies, which only contributed to 
making the matter worse, after having seen an alarming shrink at one of the fastest paces in decades. It 
is apparent, therefore, that countries will need to surmount many new challenges from 2021 onwards. 
The global value and supply chain are heavily disrupted and a new normal for conducting trades is 
beginning to surface with contactless delivery, nearshoring, intra-regional transactions, localization, inter 
alia, becoming common suggestions for the post-COVID-19 world – what Asia and Europe shall look 
forward to in order to ensure growth in this new shift in the dynamics of the world trades. 
 
4. Despite the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic, the trade will continue, and along with the 4IR, 
multilateralism has also been proven to be essential to both regions, especially its important role in further 
promoting economic growth and social development through the establishment of various modern and 
comprehensive free trade agreements whether bilateral and/or regional, which have risen from only 70 
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in 1990 to more than 300 in the recent years, according to the World Trade Report of the World Trade 
Organization (2011). Trade and tourism sectors, highly expected to be revived as the world cast its glimpse 
toward a post-COVID-19 era, will serve to regain their roles as important sources of employment and 
incomes as well as women’s purchasing power. This will act as a stimulus to social welfare and economic 
recovery. Nonetheless, all aspects of trade now have to factor in the ramification of the effects of the 
COVID-19.  
 
5. It is important to recognize that while the rapid change in technology brings both regions many new 
and exciting opportunities; due to the different levels of development across the regions, many 
developing countries have not been able to adapt and maximize the potentials of these benefits. 
Moreover, many existing challenges remain in terms of the development and discrepancies of the laws 
and regulations between both regions, which need to be acknowledged and heeded – specifically when 
participating in the establishment of free trade agreements.  
 
6. The world now must make real and extensive adjustments to the way trade is handled across regions 
due to the economic downturn in the aftermath of the COVID-19-pandemic. In this context, it is 
indispensable to both blocs to inclusively expedite the economic recovery through necessary mechanisms, 
including but not limited to safe and effective COVID-19 vaccine distribution, trade liberalization, red tape 
reduction for export growth, the fostering of electronic commerce via digitalization, and the provision of 
preferential treatment to developing countries. 
 
7. In order to address the above dynamics as well as the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on trade and 
investment, the Ministry of Commerce of the Kingdom of Cambodia is excited to host the 1st Asia-Europe 
Economic and Business Forum, with supports from the Council for the Development of Cambodia (CDC), 
the Asia-Europe Foundation (ASEF) and other partners, under the theme “Transitioning to a New Normal: 
Leveraging Global Value Chains, Multilateralism and the 4IR”, in order to bring forth policymakers, 
academics, industry experts, well versed in the operations, logistics, and economics of the 4IR 
value/supply chain to discuss and reflect on the relevance of best practices.  

The event will be held virtually on 24 November 2021 as one of the major side events of the ASEM13. This 
forum will be participated by world leaders, policymakers, academics, businessmen, and other 
development partners from both Asia and Europe to engage in-depth discussions among all stakeholders 
on a variety of topics. The AEEBF1 comprises 2 presentations and 3 panel discussions, one of which will 
be prepared and hosted in partnership with Bruegel, a Brussels-based economic think-tank, in honour of 
the rich tradition of the Asia-Europe Economic Forum (AEEF), a significant flagship program organized by 
Bruegel, which has been one amongst instrumental inspirations toward the establishment of the AEEBF1.      

Topics that will be addressed include:  

a. the advancement of the digitalization fostering global value chains and its consequences; 

b. impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic on trade, investment and economy, and the post-pandemic 

economic recovery;  

c. the significant roles of the multilateral trading system and free trade agreements in the 4IR and 

the New Normal; 

d. new growth opportunities for global trades and businesses, particularly start-ups and MSMEs, in 

light of new technology and digitalization in the 4IR, with the governments’ on-going adjustments 

and reforms, including the provision of policy and financial supports and the investment in 

human capital development for inclusive growth, particularly women empowerment; and 
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e. investment in green infrastructure and green businesses to adapt to climate change and disaster 

management, thus building resilience to crises and ensuring sustainability and socio-economic 

development. 

8. Thanks to peace and stability, which for the past few decades have strongly contributed to the 
Kingdom’s sustained prosperity, Cambodia is honored to welcome the presences of all distinguished 
national and international guests to the AEEBF1 as well as to showcase Cambodia’s development and its 
attractiveness as an economic partner and investment destination on this world stage.   

The First Asia-Europe Economic and Business Forum, held as the side event and in alignment with the 
theme “Strengthening Multilateralism for Shared Growth” of the ASEM13, will serve as a new milestone 
to reinvigorate the inclusive growth of Asia and Europe as the world shifts into the new context of 4IR and 
adapts to the New Normal Transition of the post-COVID-19 recovery via leveraging the interconnected 
global value chain and multilateralism. It also aims at engaging business and political leaders from Asia 
and Europe in sharing experiences, knowledge, and best practices, to spearhead the crucial objectives of 
the forum into full realization. 
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TENTATIVE PROGRAMME  
1st ASIA-EUROPE ECONOMIC AND BUSINESS FORUM 

24 November 2021 (UTC+7) 
 

 

8:00 - 9:00 Registration 

9:00 - 10:00 Opening Session 
 

• Welcome Remarks by H.E. Mr. PAN Sorasak, Minister of Commerce 
of Cambodia (5mn) 

  

• Remarks by 
▪ Hon. FDr. Ar. Siti Rozaimeriyanty DSLJ Haji Abdul Rahman, 

ASEAN Business Advisory Council Chair 2021, Brunei; (5 mn) 
▪ Neak Oknha KITH Meng, Chairman of Cambodia Chamber of 

Commerce; (5mn) 
▪ Ms. Luisa Santos, Deputy Director General of BusinessEurope 

(5mn); 
 

• Remarks by H.E. Mr. ORBAN Viktor, Prime Minister of Hungary; 
 

• Opening Remarks by Samdech Akka Moha Sena Padei Techo HUN Sen, 
Prime Minister of the Kingdom of Cambodia; 

  
10:00 - 10:15 Health Break 

 
10:15 - 10:30 

 
Presentation 1: WTO’s multilateralism: Asia and Europe’s contribution 
 

• Connecting Asia and Europe under the framework of a multilateral 
agreement to promote economic partnership 

• Fostering sustainable trade and investment between the two regions 

• Supporting WTO Institutional efficiency practices  

• Managing economic risk through rising external issues 
 

Presenter: 
▪ H.E. Mrs. Ngozi Okonjo-Iweala, Director-General of WTO; 

 

 
10:30 - 10:45 

 
Presentation 2: Connecting Europe and Asia to work inclusively on innovation 
and invention to promote growth 

Presenter: 
▪ H.E. Mr. SOK Chenda Sophea, Minister attached to the Prime 

Minister and Secretary General of the Council for the Development of 
Cambodia (CDC); 
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10:45 - 11:00 

 
Presentation Session by Youth Representative 
Topic: TBC 
 
Presenter: 

▪ Mr. VUTHY Vongmonasekar, Leader of ASEFYLS4’s Leader in Action - 
Economic Diplomacy as an Engine of Growth and Prosperity;  

▪ TBC; 
 

 
11:00 - 12:00 
(Q&A 15mn) 
 
 
 

 

 
Panel discussion 1:  
The Resilient 4th IR for Asian and European Trade Synchronicity amidst 
Global Pandemic 
 
In the post-COVID-19 epoch, which presents new growth opportunities as 
well as strong challenges alike for global trade and investment, promoting 
trade environment synchronicity between Asia and Europe via optimization 
of the 4th Industrial Revolution (4IR) would be placed among the top priorities 
for policymakers and business executives. What should businesses and 
policymakers, therefore, prioritize as the new industrial revolution continues 
to take shape? How can start-up businesses and MSMEs take advantage of 
the 4th Industrial Revolution (4IR) now that the New Normal has pushed online 
connectivity into the forefront of communication? 

a) Increasing need for web-based connectivity due to COVID-19 
b) Internet of Things (IOT) and Artificial Intelligence (AI) becoming 

essential as the new trend for development 
 
Moderator (1): 

1. H.E. Mr. PENN Sovicheat, Undersecretary of State of Ministry of 
Commerce; 

 
Speakers (5): 

1. H.E. Dr. CHEA Vandeth, Minister of Posts and Telecommunications 
of Cambodia; 

2. H.E. Mr. Oleg NERETIN, Director of the Federal Institute of 
Industrial Property of the Russian Federation; 

3. Prof. Hidetoshi Nishimura, President of the Economic Research 
Institute for ASEAN and East Asia; 

4. Ms. Sabina Ciofu, Head of EU and Trade Policy of TechUK; 
5. Ms. Tuuli Pärenson, Chief Executive Officer, Gofore Estonia;  

 

12:00 – 14:00 Health Break 

 
14:00 - 15:00 
(Q&A 15mn) 
 

 
Panel Discussion 2  
Expediting Economic Recovery in the New Normal and 4IR: Inclusive 
Multilateralism and Digitalization  
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Why Multilateralism and Free Trade Agreements are still relevant in the 4th 
Industrial Revolution (4IR)? How can multilateralism and FTAs improve trades 
relations in the post-COVID-19? 
 

a) Trade liberalization (Tariff and Non-tariff) 
b) Business environment and openness to FDI 
c) Trade support institutions 
d) Enhance the connectivity of MSMEs in the digital market 
e) MSMEs and Free Trade Agreements 

 
Moderator (1): 

1. Mr. BRINZER Tassilo, Chairman of EuroCham of Cambodia; 
 
Speakers (5): 

1. H.E. Mr. LUTFI Muhammad, Minister of Trade of Indonesia & 
RCEP Country Coordinator; 

2. Mr. CORBIN Francois, MEDEF International Vice-President & 
President of the ASEAN Committee of MEDEF; 

3. H.E. Mr. Yu Benlin, Director General of Department of 
International Trade and Economic Affairs, Ministry of Commerce 
of the People’s Republic of China; 

4. Dr. Deborah Elms, Executive Director of Asian Trade Centre; 
5. Mr. Donald Kanak, Chairman of EU-ASEAN Business Council; 

 

 
15:00 - 16:00 
(Q&A 15mn) 
 
 
  

 
Panel Discussion 3, with Bruegel, a Brussels-based economics think-tank 
Advancing Global Value and Supply Chain to Mitigate the Challenges Arising 
from the Current Pandemic  
 

The future of global value chains as the key for Asia: What to expect? 
 
There are a number of reasons why global value chains are being reshuffled. 
From increasing labor costs to environmental shocks, technological progress 
but also geopolitics, all seem to be good reasons to rethink the location and 
functioning of global value chains.  One key issue is China’s central role in the 
global but, especially, Asia value chain. Efforts to reshuffle away from China 
for critical components of the value chain, whether it is the US, the EU, or 
Japan, could have a negative impact on Asia if such efforts account to re-
shoring back to their home economies, but perhaps investors may prefer to 
nearshore in other geographies in Asia either to reduce costs and/or to better 
control the supply chain and avoid geopolitical risk. Technological progress is 
also very important when determining the future geographical composition 
of the global value chain as well as the degree of vertical integration, the more 
so in countries pursuing more self-reliance as is clearly the case of China but 
also India. 
 

a) Has the Covid pandemic changed the geographical patterns of supply 
chains in Asia? 
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b) How much more is expected and what are the main drivers? 
c) How can Asia ensure that a regional supply chain continues to 

develop and how to foster its resilience? 
d) How to minimize geopolitical risks? 

 
Moderator (1): 

1. André Sapir, Senior Fellow at Bruegel; 
 

Speakers (5): 
1. Ms. Carmen Cano, Deputy Director General for South and East 

Asia, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Government of Spain, former 
Head of the European Union Office to Hong Kong and Macao;  

2. Ms. Alicia Garcia Herrero, Senior Fellow at Bruegel, Chief 
Economist for Asia Pacific at Natixis and non-resident Research 
Fellow at Real Instituto Elcano; 

3. Mr. Luca Silipo, Corporate Sustainability Transitions, Sustainable 
Investment, EU Taxonomy at GEODIS, logistics and supply chain 
company; 

4. Mr. Jong Woo Kang, Principal Economist, Economic Research and 
Regional Cooperation Department, ADB; 

5. Mr. Tetsuya Watanabe, Vice President of RIETI and Visiting 
Professor at the University of Tokyo; 
  

16:00 - 16:15 Health Break  

 
16:15 - 17:00 

 
Closing Session 
 

• Remarks by H.E. Mr. Franck Riester, Minister Delegate for 
Foreign Trade and Economic Attractiveness, attached to the 
Minister for Europe and Foreign Affairs of France; 

• Remarks by H.E. Mr. Mikhail Myasnikovich, Chairman of the 
Board of the Eurasian Economic Commission (EEC); 

• Closing Remarks by H.E. Dr. AUN Pornmoniroth, Deputy Prime 
Minister, Minister of Economy and Finance of Cambodia. 

 
 

*Lists of Moderators and Panelists are subject to further modification upon their confirmed availability  
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SIDE EVENTS OF AEEBF1 
 

OUTREACH WEBINAR  
Why Cambodia? 1st Asia-Europe Economic and Business Forum Introduction 

and Cambodia Opportunities Brief 
15 November 2021 (UTC+7), Zoom Webinar 

 
 
 

 

15:00-15:05 
 

H.E. Mr. Pan Sorasak, Minister of Commerce of Cambodia 
“Cambodia 2030” 
  

 

15:05-15:10 
 

H.E. Ms. Carmen Moreno, European Union Ambassador to Cambodia  
“2022-2027 European Union – Cambodia partnership, together for a 
sustainable and equitable growth” 
 

 

15:10-15:15 
 

Mr. Tassilo Brinzer, Chairman of the European Chamber of Commerce in 
Cambodia  
“Investing in Cambodia, A Testimonial” 
 

 

15:15-15:25 

 

H.E. Mrs. Tekreth Kamrang, Secretary of State, Ministry of Commerce 
“Transitioning to a New Normal: Leveraging Global Value Chains, 
Multilateralism and the 4IR” 
 

 

15:25-15:30 

 

Mr. Denis Sainte-Marie, Executive Director, EuroCham Cambodia 
“Special e-dition of the Business Opportunities in Cambodia, Investment 
information” 
 

 

15:30-15:40 

 

Mr. Tom Hesketh, Deputy Director, EuroCham Cambodia 
“Business Opportunities in Cambodia” 
 

 

15:40-15:45 

 

Mr. Noë Schellinck, Advocacy Manager, EuroCham Cambodia 
“Developing towards a progressive legal ecosystem, EuroCham Cambodia 
perspectives” 
 

 

15:45-15:50 

 

Ms. Lyze Ikopo Bentoto, Consultant 
“Promoting Corporate Social responsibility, EuroCham 2021 Contest, and its 
Award Ceremony on 23 November 2021” 
 

 

15:50-15:55 

 

Mr. Christoph Janensch, Business & Cooperation Desk Cambodia, Business 
Scouts for Development Programme by Deutsche Gesell-schaft für 
Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmbH, in cooperation with German 
Business Cambodia (GBC) 
“Sourcing from Cambodia” 
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15:55-16:55 

 

By Bred Bank, Cambodia Airports, Decathlon, DHL, DKHS, foodpanda, 
Heineken, H&M, Sofitel, Total, Unilivers,Vinci (TBC) 
“Why Cambodia? Stories and lessons learned from European Giants” 
 

 

16:55-17:00 

 

H.E. Mr. Samheng Bora, Under-Secretary of State, Ministry of Commerce 
“Practical 1st AEEBF tips and closing remarks” 
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CSR CONTEST AND AWARDS CEREMONY 
23 November 2021 (UTC+7), Hybrid Event 

 

CSR CONTEST AND AWARDS CEREMONY 

18:30 - 18:35 Event Countdown | Registration  

OPENING  

18:35 - 18:37 
 

Introduction | Moderator  
 

18:37 - 18:52 
 

Opening remarks  
▪ H.E. Mr. Pan Sorasak, Minister of Commerce 
▪ H.E. Ms. Carmen Moreno, European Union Ambassador to Cambodia 
▪ Mr. Tassilo Brinzer, Chairman of EuroCham Cambodia 

PART 1 | YOUTH CATEGORY PRESENTATION  

18:55 - 19:00 
 

OFFICIAL ANNOUNCEMENT OF YOUTH AMBASSADORS  

 

19:00 - 19:05 
 

Live interaction with Youth Ambassadors  

→ Hand over the certificate to Youth Ambassadors  

PART 2 | SME CATEGORY PRESENTATION 

19:12 - 19:15 
 

Introduction | Moderator  
 

19:15 - 19:25 
 

Outlook for SMEs - recently promulgated law on investment 

▪ H.E. Mr. Sok Chenda Sophea, Minister attached to the Prime Minister and 
Secretary General of the Council for the Development of Cambodia (tbc) 
 

19:25 - 19:28 
 

OFFICIAL ANNOUNCEMENT OF SME RECOGNITION   
Introduction | Moderator  
           Video: | Nominees Portraits: Doing CSR as an SME   
 

19:28 - 19:33 Live interaction with SME Nominees  

→ Hand over the certificate to SME Nominees  

PART 3 | LARGE CATEGORY AWARD CEREMONY 

19:40 - 19:42 
 

Introduction | Moderator  

 

19:42 - 19:47 
 

Update video 2019 Winners 

 

19:47- 19:50 
 

Introduction | Moderator  
                 Award Category & Jury Presentation 
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19:50 - 20:25 
 

OFFICIAL ANNOUNCEMENT OF WINNERS   
Introduction      | Moderator  
Video montage | Nominees + Reveal Winners 

PART 4 | CLOSING CEREMONY 

20:30 - 20:32 
 

Recap + Closing | Moderator  

 

20:32 - 20:35 
 

Closing remarks | EuroCham Cambodia  

➢ Announcement next events 

➢ Thank Sponsors  

 
 

 


